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Experiments to ascertain the wave forms and laws of propagationand dissipationof ballistic
shock waves to large distances (80 yards) from the bullet trajectory are described.Calibers
0.30, 0.50, 20 mm, and 40 mm were studied. In every case an N-shaped wave profile was
observedconsistingof a sudden rise in pressure,the "head discontinuity," followed by an
approximately linear decline to a pressureabout equally far below atmosphericand then a
secondsuddenreturn, the "tail discontinuity," to atmosphericpressure.The peak amplitudes
of this disturbance are found to diminish about as the inverse • power of the miss-distance
(perpendicular distance from the trajectory) while the period T' (measured between the
discontinuousfronts) increasesabout as the ¬ power of the miss-distancefor calibers 0.30,
0.50, and 20 mm. For 40-mm shellsthe amplitude decaysa little faster, about as the inverse
0.9 power of miss-distanceover the range studied. A theory taking account of the dissipation
of the N-wave energy into heat is developed to explain the observedbehavior. A method of
measuringabsolute N-wave amplitudes by observingthe rate of change of period T' with
propagation is described.The theory leads to an absolute relationship at large distances
between distance,amplitude, and period in which no arbitrary constantsappear.

A. EXPERIMENTAL

OBSERVATIONS

I. Objectives and Field Measurements

OR certainmilitaryapplications
it hasbe-

microphoneswith frequency-flat pressure calibration to
10,000 c.p.s.; high "Q" or resonant diaphragm condenser
microphoneshaving a "Q" from 50 to 100 and natural
frequenciesof 1600 and of 2400 c.p.s.

come desirable to understand the nature,

II. Recording Equipment

wave forms, and laws of propagationof the ballistic shock waves emanating from the trajecjectorie.sof bullets whosevelocitiesare considerably in excessof the velocity of sound. Information regarding the nature of the shock waves
and their attenuation at rather large distances
from the trajectory, indeed as far away as 70 or
80 yards, was desired. Because of the difficult
nature of the measurements,subject as they are
to several sources of considerable statistical

fluc-

tuation, it was highly desirable to develop a
valid theoretical framework into which experimental

B. RESULTS

results could be fitted.

An extensive program of field measurements
with several types of microphone was undertaken. We summarize

A single sweep oscilloscope(with persistent
screen and spot intensification) triggered by a
microphonewas placed a few feet in advance of
the recording microphone. The oscilloscoperecords were photographed.
Peak amplitudes of the condensermicrophone
responseswere also recorded by equipment in
which the output microphonesignalswere electronically pulse-lengthenedand suitably amplified so as to deflect the pen of one or more Esterline-Angusrecordingmilliammeters.

these studies as follows'

OF FIELD

MEASUREMENTS

I. Wave Forms of Ballistic

Shock Waves

The same general wave form was found to
characterize

the ballistic

1. Calibers studied' Caliber 0.30, 0.50, 20 mm, 40 mm.
2. Miss-distances (perpendicular distance from trajectory to microphone)'0 to 80 yards.

shock waves from all

H

3. Microphonesused: quartz piezoelectric (Bell Telephone Laboratories) with frequency-flat pressurecalibration to about 100,000 c.p.s.; speciallydevelopedcondenser
* This paper is based on work done for the Office of
Scientific Researchand Development under Contract No.
OEMsr-600 with the California Institute of Technology.
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•[o. 1. Pressureprofile oœN-w•ve as a funct{on of the time.
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the calibers studied. This consists of a very
sudden rise in pressure followed by a nearly
linear pressure decline to a value about as far
below atmospheric as the original rise and then
a very sudden return to atmospheric pressure.
Figure 1 showsthe profile we are describingwhich
becauseof its shape we shall frequently refer to
as an "N-wave." • The two suddenrisesin pressure (which we shall frequently refer to as
"discontinuities") are separated by a time interval T • which gradually increasesas the Nwave is propagated. This time interval we shall
refer to as the shock wave "period." We have
found empirically that T • is approximately proportional to the fourth root of the miss-distance.
T • increaseswith increasing caliber. Figure 2
gives on logarithmic scale the results of our
measurements

of T • for different

calibers

and

miss-distances.

As we shall soon see, this increase in the shock

wave period T • with propagation is caused by
the

fact

that

the two

discontinuous

fronts

//

and T in the wave form are propagated at
velocities, resI)ectively, higher and lower than
ordinary sonic velocity. These differences from
sonic velocity can be definitely related to the
peak amplitudes of the pressuresteps H and T

by a formula*frequently
calledthe "RankineHugoniot discontinuity•_•relationship,"
a simple

AND

DEEDS

expressionof which we develop in a later section (Section D I, Eq. (10)). This fact makes it
possibleto measurethe peak pressureamplitudes
of N-waves by the rate of change of T t with
miss-distanceand this method though too cumbersome for most practical applied measurements possessesthe advantage for an absolute
determination of amplitude that it is not subject
to the uncertaintiesof direct pressuremeasurements made with microphones (because of the
reflected wave, and the diffraction of sound

around the microphone case, etc.), since it involves essentially only the measurement of time
intervals. The chief difficulty in its application
arises for the smaller calibers where relatively
large superposedaccidental disturbances on the
oscillograms may make it difficult to identify
the H and T discontinuities with certainty. It
will appear later that the method is also restricted to a region of miss-distanceswhich for
best reliability must be neither too close nor too
distant from the trajectory.
The

discontinuities

H

and T of the N-wave

can be seen in direct photographs of ballistic
shock waves as the two sharp lines trailing backward, respectively, from the nose and tail of the
bullet. (See Fig. 5 below.)

II. Peak Amplitudes of Ballistic Shock Waves
Our measurements have shmvn peak amplitudes of ballistic shock waves (the amplitude of
the pressure step, H or T) to depend on missdistance, d, according to the law

Amplitude = K/d•; K = a constant depending
on caliber. -• <n < 1.
"'F

•z'i

4

5

I0

•0

30 40

.50

I00

The exponent n appeared to have about the
value • for the three smaller calibers studied but
for 40-mm bullets n was more nearly equal to
unity (about 0.94-0.1). From the theory de-

veloped in this paper it appearsthat n should be
weakly dependent on the amplitude of the shock
Fw.. 2. Period of shock wave vs. miss-distance.
wave itself (and should therefore vary slowly
xL. D. Landau in a paper briefly abstractedin J. Phys. with miss-distance) but should in no case be
Acad. Sci. U.S.S.R. 6, 229-230 (1942) describesa wave
form of this type which theoretical considerations lead numerically less than -}. The statistical fluctuahim to expect as the eventual profile of a shock wave at
tions in the amplitude measurementswith microsufficient distance from the source, a supersonicprojectile or a central explosion.The abstractcontainsequa- phones made it difficult by such means to detions equivalent to our Eqs. (7.1) and (8.1), Section IV,
termine n very preciselyand impossibleto detect
part D, andEqs. (7) and (8), SectionV, part D; the proof
is not included.
changesin n with miss-distancefor any given
$$-DI$•ANCE
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Fro. 3. Experimental data for .50 caliber.
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caliber. Figures 3 and 4 show logarithmically
our experimental observations as to the dependenceof amplitude on miss-distancefor two
were made with two

microphonesmounted at diametrically opposite
points of a 7l-inch rigid sphericalcase, the diaphragms being nearly flush with the surface of
the sphere. It can be shown both theoretically
and experimentally that the sum of the responses
of the two microphones should, with this arrangement, be nearly independentof the orientation of the sphere. Shots were placed on either
side to right or to left of the microphone pair
axis, and the sum of the two responsesthus obtained is plotted in the diagram just to right or
to left of the miss-distance

2.0YD.

IN YARDS., LOGARITHMIC

Fro. 4. Experimental data for 40 mm.

Date: November 8, 1944;

calibers. The measurements
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gradually spreading apart the volume enclosing
the wave energy in question would increase in
direct proportion to the miss-distanced. If this
wave energy remained constantwithout dissipation, one would therefore expect the intensity of
the ballistic shock wave to vary inversely as the
miss-distance and the amplitude to vary inversely as the square root of miss-distance.
It can be shown by calculation that the observed faster rate of decay of N-wave amplitude
with miss-distance (the -• power instead of
-« power) cannot be accounted for by the
spreadingapart of the//and
T discontinuities
alone (i.e., because of the resulting faster increase in the volume occupied by the wave
energy). Such a calculation makes it clear that
to account for the -• power law of amplitude
decay it is very definitely necessaryto take into
accountalso the dissipation of the N-wave energy
(its degradation into heat) as the wave pro-

Referring to Fig. 5 the shock wave energy
from a segment OO• of bullet trajectory flows
outward, remaining essentially between the two
conical boundaries OP and O•P •, to the shaded
region at average miss-distanced as shown. At
the instant shown the energy from OO• fills the
volume of revolution having the trajectory as pagates.It is the purposeof this paperto develop
axis of revolution and the section shown by the a theory taking all these factors into account
shading in the figure. The inner and outer and to show that such a theory is consistentwith
boundaries

continuities.

of this section are the//and

If

these discontinuities

T dis-

were

not

the measurements

from field observations.

Cer-

tain new and interesting absolute relations be-
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T

tion into heat). This heat is made manifest as a
slight temperature elevation of the air at the

p

rear of the N-wave.

3. We then show by an application of Earnshaw's solution for the propagation of finite
waves that if the wave form is truly N-shaped,
with strictly linear intermediate sloping pressure
profile, the natural change in slope of this linear
portion together •vith the differential propagation velocities of the two fronts just accountsfor
the decay in amplitude derived thermodynamically so that if the xvavehas once assumedthe
N-form

FIG. 5. Path of energy transfer from trajectory
to shock

it will

thereafter

continue

to retain

it.

The argument here is based essentiallyon plane
waves for simplicity.
4. Finally xveapply these results to the pro-

pagationof N-wavesboth for the conicalballistic

wave.

waves from bullet trajectories and also for

tween N-wave amplitudes, periods, and missdistances come out of the theory and seem also
to be consistentwith our empirical observations.
Table I gives an idea of the n•agnitude of
shock xvavepresstiresbasoil on measurementsof
the rate of change of N-wave period with missdistance.

These

estimates

have

been shown

to

spherically radiating N-waves such as might
occuras the result of explosions.In both of these
cases it is assumed that the radii of curwmlre

of

the wave surfacesare sufficiently large relative
to the wave-length so that the formulas for rate
of energy dissipation developed for plane Nwaves hold, •vith sufficient accuracy, for conical

(the
be in accordwith condensermicrophonemeasure- and sphericalxvaves.At closemiss-distances
ments if one makes allowance for the reflected
worst case), the wave-lengthof the N-xvavefrom
wave.
a 40-mm bullet (measured between H and T
discontinuities)is about one foot long or about
C. GENERAL
AND

DISCUSSION
DISSIPATION
BALLISTIC

OF THE
OF

LOW

SHOCK

PROPAGATION
INTENSITY

one-tenth

the radius

of curvature

of the wave

surfaces.

WAVES

Instead of solving the equations of wave propagation in three dimensions, we adopt the
easier approximate method of computing the
We shall attack the theory of ballistic N-wave
dependence of amplitude on miss-distanceby
propagation as follows:
utilizing the principle of conservationof the
1. \Ve first develop very briefly the physical
wave energy (taking into account however the
ideas governing the propagation of the so-called
"discontinuous" fronts (H and T of the N-xvave TXBLF•I. Absolute ballistic shock wave magnitudes for air.
profile) and the theoretical formulas for the
Formula
for
shock wave
40 mm at 40-yd. Ordinary speech
temperature rise, particle velocity, excesspromiss-distance
at one yard
magnitude
pagation velocity, etc., of these fronts expressed
2200 dynes cm -2 2 dynes cm -2
Peak pressure
p2 --pt
(0.032 lb in. '--2) (0.00003 lb in. -2)
as functions of the pressurejump in them. Only elevation
the case of plane fronts xvill be treated since the Max.particle 5 P2--ptc
52 cm sec. -1
0.05 cm sec. -t
velocity
7 Pt
thicknessof the fronts is very small in compariI.

son to

their

Plan of Attack

radii

distances of interest

of curvature
to us.

at

the

miss-

Max.tempera-2 p2--p•T

ture rise

7

p•

Peak
intensity5 (P2--p•)•
c
watts/cm•
7
p•
2. We next develop by a thermodynamic
argument the rate of dissipation of the wave discontinuity
thickness in cm 3.10-••!
energy in a plane ballistic N-xvave (its degrada-

0.19 C ø

0.0002

0.0115

10 -8

Cø

Shock
wave (p•_px
]-•

0.014
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BALLISTIC

SHOCK

rate at which it is degraded into heat) as it
propagates away from the trajectory between
the two conesOP and O'P' of Fig. 5. The average
energy density (in the shadedvolume of revolution of that figure) diminishes becauseof three
influences,the first two being merely geometrical
increasesin the volume containing the energy
and the third being the dissipation into heat.
The geometricalchangesare (1) the increasein
the mean radius d and (2) the increase in the
wave-length L measured between the discontinuities

H

and

T.

For

the weak

WAVES
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DIRECTION

OF

PROPAGATION

m

H

2

T

B

C
D
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TO MAGNIFIED
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SCALE
DISCONTINUITY

=DIRECTION

shock waves

OF

PROPA
GATI
ON

with which we are concerned,the amplitude has
been taken as proportional to the square root of
the energy density.

H•,
G

Fro.

6. Evolution

---1 •.I-.-PROFILE

H

of wave forms into N-waves.

II. Physical Ideas Behind the Theory of
Shock Wave
It

is well

known

Discontinuities

that

the

usual differential

wave equation for the propagation of sound
waves in air is only an approximation for the
case in which the pressure differences in the
wave are sufficientlysmall with respectto existing atmospheric pressure.Here we shall discuss
the propagation of waves of finite amplitude in
which the first-order

correction

is retained.

The

square (and higher powers) of the ratio of wave
amplitude to atmosphericpressureis neglected.
Specifically, our results shall be applicable to
shock waves producedby projectilesat such distances from the source that the pressureelevation in the wave is of the order of 1 percent of an
atmosphereor less.
Riemann discovered that the integration of
the exact equations led to the possibility, under
certain conditions,of the propagation of "a surface of discontinuity" acrosswhich suchvariables
as pressure, density, temperature, and particle
velocity jump by a finite amount (constituting
what is termed mathematically a "first order"
discontinuity).•' Qualitatively we can understand
•'B. Riemann,"fOberdieFortpflanzung
ebenerLuftwellen
yon endlicher Schwingungsweite,"G6ttinger Nachrichten
(1860), p. 8; alsoB. Riemann and H. Weber,_PartielleDifferential-gleichung,
fifth edition, Vol. II., p. 507. In the physical
wave the term "discontinuity" is, of course,too strong.As
we shall seethis "discontinuity" takes the form of an extremely abrupt rise confined to an extremely thin but
finite region, whosethicknessturns out to be determined by
the amplitude of the pressurejump on the one hand and
the viscosityand thermal conductivity of the medium on
the other hand.

the method of production of this discontinuity
front by considering a plane one-dimensional
acousticwave which initially has the shape (for
example) of a single sinusoidaloscillation.
Figure 6 illustrates such a wave at A. We supposethat the curve representsthe pressureprofile of the wave, the direction of propagation
being that shown by the arrow. To clarify the
discussion we suppose that this initial wave
form has a small nick (at P) whosehistory we
can follow. The pressure,on the x axis is the
undisturbed atmospheric pressure.
As the wave propagatesto the right the higher
amplitude regionspropagate more rapidly (relative to the undisturbed medium) than the lower
amplitude regions. Regions of the wave form
near the x axis propagate nearly at ordinary
sonic velocity. Regions of the wave form below
the x axis propagate (relative to the undisturbed
medium) at less than ordinary sonic velocity.
Thus after a lapse of time the wave form will
appear as at B. The regions0-1 and 2-3 in which
the pressureis rising with time becomesteeper.
The region 1-2 in which the pressureis falling
with time becomeslesssteep.a
The

reason for these differential

velocities

of

propagation is simple. The chief contributing
cause is the longitudinal particle velocity or
streaming velocity of the air which is always
associatedwith acousticwaves. This streaming
a Rayleigh describedthis processof changeof wave forin
in Theory of Sound (The Macmillan Company, New York,
1896), secondedition, Vol. II, pp. 35 and 36.
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velocity is approximately proportional at each
point of the wave form to the pressureamplitude
at that point. Relative to the undisturbed medium it is directed forward in the positive regions
of the wave form and rearward in the negative
regions. Thus the small nick in the wave form
at /' must be regarded as a wavelet which is
being propagated to the right in air which itself
is moving to the right with a streaming velocity
(particle velocity) appropriate to the pressure
amplitude at P. There is also a higher order effect
of lessimportance coming from the fact that the
propagation of the nick occurs in air at higher
temperature than the undisturbed medium so
that the localpropagationvelocitythere is slightly
higher. The mechanismsjust described operate
in a similar way in the negative regions of the
wave form (below undisturbedatmosphericpressure) where the rearward particle velocity and
the lowered temperature operate to cause the
wave form to lag behindthe regionson the x axis.
Now as this mechanism of differential propagation progresses,
the rising portionsof the waveform must eventually tend to become vertical.
An analogousprocessis familiar in gravity waves
on water where the rising regions of the wave
profile not only becomevertical but passbeyond

jection on the x axis of the steepesttangent to
the profile.

single valued function of space and time. The
acousticwave profilecannot even becomestrictly

we show the evolution

The

new mechanism

which

becomes the im-

portant factor in placing a lower limit on the
thicknessof the fully formed discontinuity turns
out to be the actions of (1) thermal conductivity
and (2) viscosity in transferring heat and momentum across the regions of rapid change in
temperature and pressure. These two factors
tend to blur the sharpnessof the front by setting
up a flow of heat and momentum from the higher
to the lower portions of the wave form. In this
way a balance is set up between the steepening
action of differential propagation velocity on the
one hand and the blurring action of the above
two dissipative agenciesso that from then on, as
long as the amplitude of the discontinuity remains constant, its thickness X remains the same.
It turns out that

for the weak shock waves we

are considering the thickness X is inversely proportional to the amplitude.
For shockwaves of amplitude 0.01 atmosphere
the thickness X is of order 3X 10-a cm. For much

more energetic shock waves, R. Becker4 computes a "thickness" less than the mean-freepaths of air molecules.5
It should be noted that the N-shaped wave
profile
we have describedwould be the end rethe vertical so that "breakers" are formed. In
sult
of
a
large variety of other initial wave forms
the case of the acoustic wave we are discussing,
and
that
the assumptionof the sinusoidalshape
this cannot happen becausethe wave form is a
shown
at
A was not necessary.At F, G, and H,
graph of the pressureand it must thereforebe a

vertical.

Some new mechanism

must

therefore

assumeimportance in the propagation processto
place a limitation on the steepnessof the nearly
discontinuousfronts which the operation of differential propagation speedshas created. At C
in Fig. 6 we show the appearanceof the wave
form after a sufficient amount of propagation
has resulted in complete formation of the "discontinuities"

H and T. In view at C it must be

understood that if either discontinuity were ex-

amined to a highly magnifiedscaleof abscissae
it would be found to have a continuous

structure

(save for the molecular structure of the gas)
as shown in the magnified view D. We shall
definethe "thickness"of the discontinuity by the
geometricalconstructionshownat E as the pro-

of another

wave form

to

the same end result. It is perfectly possible to
have two discontinuities, //•

and H2 as at G,

which eventually merge into one becauseof the
faster propagation of//2 than H•. The merging
of two such steps can be clearly seen on the
direct photographsof ballistic shock waves.
Once a discontinuity has reached its final
4 R. Becker "Stosswelle und Detonationen," Zeits. f.
Physik 8, 321-347 (1921).
• In Lamb's Hydrodynamics(Dover Publications, New
York, 1945), sixth revised edition, Sections360a and 281 et
seq.,respectively,formulasare developedfor the profilestructure of shock wave discontinuities, for two hypothetical
cases (1) viscosity but no thermal conduction and (2)
thermal conduction but no viscosity. For weak shock waves
the profile assumes the shape of a curve of hyperbolic
tangents. L. H. Thomas •J. Chem. Phys. 12, 449 (1944)•
showshow the computation of the wave front "thickness"
may be extended to the casesof the most intense explosions, by taking into account the variation of heat conductivity and of viscosity with temperature.
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equilibrium state (through the balance of steepening and blurring tendenciesabove described)
it is propagated from then on at a characteristic
velocity definitely related to its amplitude. The
fact that once this balance is attained the profile
of the discontinuity is thenceforth stable in time
makes derivation

of the formulas relative

pT •/(•-•) = a constant.
MATHEMATICAL

THEORY

I. Discontinuous Changes in Properties
Across a Shock Wave

_u

o

Po,Vo, Eo ,To

to such

discontinuities very simple. This is done by
assumingcoordinatesin which the profile is stationary and writing the equations of continuity
of mass, energy, and momentum relative to a
sample of gas as it moves through the discontinuity.
As a sample or.the gas rises up the pressure
hill in its passagethrough the discontinuity the
transfer of heat through thermal conduction results in an important change of entropy. In
Fig. 6, at E the gas entering at K receives heat
by conduction from the closely adjacent hotter
gas at L. The heated sample then undergoes
compressionand as soon as it has reached the
region L it gives up heat at its more elevated
temperature to the new gas entering at K. This
processresults in a higherfinal temperaturefor
the same pressurejump than would be the case
without heat transfer. It has been called a "dynamic adiabatic" processø to distinguish it from
the more familiar static adiabatic process in
which pressure and temperature ratios are related by the classical law

D.

A

Front 7

-

B

PRESSURE

•JPROFILE
A

FZG. 7. Passageof gas througha Riemann
"discontinuity" (nomenclature).

formed as we have explained. Such a step is
shownin Fig. 7. Since the propagationvelocity
of the discontinuity is essentially constant and
the profile does not change with time we can
choose coordinates in which the wave front is

stationary. The gas then streams in from the

right with a velocityUo,numericallyequal to the
velocity of propagation of the wave in still air.
As the air passesthrough the discontinuity it
loseskinetic energy so that on the left its streaming velocity is Ul(<U0). Viewed in coordinatesin
which the wave is moving (with velocity u0) and
the air is initially at rest, this means that behind
the wave the air possesses
a particle velocity
W=u0--•ll in the directionof propagationof the
wave. In Fig. 7, the regionbetweenthe planes
A, B (seenon edge)is the regionof discontinuity.
The pressure distribution is indicated at the
bottom, and a similar curve can be drawn for

eachof the other variablessuchas temperature,
We shall now considera simplepressurepulse density, etc. We shall designateall quantities
(consistingof a changefrom initial pressureP0 on the right by'the subscript0 and all quantities
to a pressurePl) whose amplitude (P•-Po) is on the left by the subscript1. The pressureis
maintained at some constant value. No matter
designatedby p, the specificvolume by v, the
what was the original form of the pressureprofile absolutetemperatureby iF, the air velocity by
eventually a single discontinuousstep will be u, and the intrinsic energy density (per unit
mass) as E. The laws of conservationof mass,
6 The dynamic adiabatic compressionhere describedwas momentum and energy require the fulfillment
apparentlyfirst discussed
by Hugoniot, J. de l'Ecole Polytech. Paris 5;7 (1887) and 58 (1889). The propriety of the respectivelyof the equations
word adiabatic may be questionedsinceheat transfer takes
place. However no heat is communicatedto the gas from
external

sources.

7The development of this section follows R. Becker,
"Stosswelleund Detonationen" Zeits. f. Physik 8, 321
(1921) and is reproduced briefly here for clarity and
completeness.

U12/Vl•- Pl = U02/V0
•- P0,

(2)

E•+«Ul•+plV•=Eo+«Uo•+povo.

(3)
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Furthermore we have the equation of state of
the gas, which we shall consider to be ideal,

AND

The specificvolulne or density ratio

pv=RT,

Vo

ta

•r•'q-1

v•

•o

•'+,r

.

p•v•/ T• = povo/T0 = R,
E0-)z

DEEDS

(4)

=

The discontinuity propagation velocity relatiw,

to still air, D= !u0], is given by the equation'

('leafly our l)robleln involves the ten quantities
showi• in Fig. 7, u0, P0, v0, E0, To, u•, p•, v•, E•,
T•, five of which p•, P0, v0, E0, To are to be

regarded as given. The five equations (1)--(5)
are therefore sufficientfor a completedetermination of the remaining five quantities u0, u•, v•,

•-•-+1

D • = povo
....

.

(1o)

•'-1

The particle velocity W behind the moving front
( = u• - u0) is given by

E•, and T•.

--.

It is important to realize clearly that no additional assumption has been made, nor can be
made, regarding the thermodynamic "path" of
the gas as it undergoesthe compression(such
for example, as the assumption that the gas,
besidesobeying Eqs. (4) and (5), is compressed
according to the familiar law pv•=a constant,
the so-calledadiabatic compressiontaking place
by a slowquasi-staticprocess).Any suchassump-

Since we are only to be concerned with relatively weak shock waves in which the variable
ß'=P•/Po differs from unity by never much more
than 1 percent, the above formulas can be
greatly simplified by substituting for •r the value
1-3-8, expanding the expressionsin powers of 8,
and rejecting terms of the second and higher
orders. Clearly •= (P•-Po)/Po. We thus finally
tion would be redundant since the five fundaobtain the following very simple and useful exmental conditions above are necessaryand suffipressionsfor weak shock waves relating other
cient in themselves to determine the final state
shock wave discontinuity magnitudes to the
of the gas and they do in fact determinea final relative pressure rise in a shock wave disconstatewhichfor intenseshockwavesis not that which tinuity. They are conveniently expressed in
the gaswouldhavereachedby the path pv* = a con- terms of relative changes.The relative tempera-

stant. (For the ballistic shockwaves with which
we are now concernedhowever, where (Pi-Po)/
P0 never much exceeds0.01 atmosphere,the de-

ture rise is

T•-To

viation from the static adiabatic law, pv•-constant, is extremely small indeed and for some

3'-lp•-Po

To

3'

Po

The relatiw ' changein specificvolume or density
purposescompletelynegligible.)
We solveEqs .(1) to (5) adoptingthe abbrevivo-v•
p•- po l p•-po
at e(1 nomenclature

(9.1)
v•

•-= 2c•/Rq- 1 = (•/-3-1)/(•/-- 1),

po

3'

P0

(6)

wherein •/ is the specific heat ratio. For air,
since • = 1.4, •' = 6.

The relative excesspropagation velocity of the
discontinuity
'• + 1 p•-po

If

ß'=P•/Po (the shock-wavepressurein
atmospheres) (7)
we obtain the following exact equations'
The temperature ratio
T•

Po

(c=ordinary velocity of infinitesimal sounds).
The particle velocity W immediately behind the
front

1 P•-Po

•r+•
o

To

43'

,r•+ 1

.

(8)
•/

Po
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The intensity

1 (px-po) •'
I=-c
.
?

(12)

P0

II. A Thermodynamic Method of Computingthe
Energy Dissipation (with Propagation) of
Plane Ballistic

Shock Waves

in Air

105
Of

I

PROP,•GATION
•,•
3

FIG.

8. N-wave

nomenclature

for derivation

of thermal dissipation formulas.

It is empirically observedthat the wave forms
of the shockwaves generated by bullets resemble
Assumption III: That the wave form of the
the curve of Fig. 8 (herein referred to as the discontinuity can be treated for the purpose of
"N-wave"). The vertical segmentsof the curve computingthe dissipationas constantin time.

Assumption IV' The entropy of a sample of
represent extremely abrupt rises of pressure,
the
gas in passingfrom the state 1 to the state 2
particle velocity, temperature, or condensation.
The region in which this nearly discontinuous and thence to the state 3 does not change. (It is
rise occurs is extremely short compared to the known that the entropy increasesin going from
distance between the two discontinuities 0, 1 and state 0 to state 1 and also in going from state 3
3, 4. The pressureamplitudes of the two dis- to state 4.)
Accordingto the receivedtheory for the propacontinuities are nearly equal and of the order of
0.02 atmosphere at four meters from the tra- gation of such quasi-stablediscontinuitiesas 0,
jectory in the case of a 40-mm bullet. The part 1 or 3, 4, a sample of the gas passingthrough
of the wave form 1, 2, 3 above is a monotonically such a discontinuity undergoeschange of state
descending curve which can be well approxi- subject to the laws of conservation of mass,
mated by a straight line. Let us designate the momentum, and energy and sincethe wave form
values of all variables such as pressurep, tem- is not changingsensiblywith time there result,
perature T, etc., at each point of the curve by a as shownin the previoussection,certain simple
subscriptnumber referring to the number of the formulas for the condensation ratio (p•-p0)/p0,
point in Fig. 8. Then P0 is the undisturbed at- the temperature ratio Tz/To, the particle velocity, etc., all such variables being expressible
mosphericpressure.
Assumption I: The pressureP4 at 4 equals P0 in terms of one parameter which we shall take
and the wave form is logarithmically balanceds as the pressureratio P•/Po (or P•/P3).
The wave energy dissipatedwith propagation
(Px/Po=P4/Pa).
of
the wave form must of necessity manifest
Assumption I I:We assume that the above
itself
in the immediate wake of the wave at 4. It
wave form has propagated sufficiently far so
that the discontinuitieshave reached their quasi- can appear there in only three forms, thermal,
equilibrium state of maximum steepness.(This kinetic, or potential, i.e., the gas at 4 may be
of a body
is the state in which the steepening tendency hotter than at 0, it may be possessed
velocity
(relative
to
the
gas
at
0),
or
the
pressure
(caused by the excessspeed of propagation of
the higher amplitude portionsof the wave form) at 4 may exceedthe pressureat 0. The last of
is just balanced by the blurring tendency of the these three possibilitiesis ruled out by our Asgas-kinetic thermal and momentum transport sumption I, and we shall later show that, to a
acrossthe thin front, as already explainedin the first approximation,there is no body velocity at
previoussection.)
4 ascribableto energy lost by the N-wave.
When this quasi-equilibrium state has been
We shall now computethe thermalpart of the
reached, the wave form in the transition regions dissipatedenergy.
of the discontinuities
is almost stable and we
Let the pressureratio Pi/Pj for any two points
shall make:
i and j on the wave form be expressedas
sFor weak shockwavesin which (p•-po)/Po<<l this is Now accordingto the receivedtheory (SectionI)
substantially the same as saying that (Px--Po)=(P4--Pa)
so that logarithmic and arithmetic balance are practically
equivalent conditions.

for the propagationof acousticdiscontinuities
we have for the ratio of the initial and final
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temperaturesthe followingexact expression(Eq.
(8), Section I).
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We have then for the temperature rise at 4
the foilrovingexpression

T•

• =,r,0'•
To
•r10•'q-]

AND

2 g(g- 1)
T4-- To =A' To; A .....
.ha.
3 (l+g) a

(1)

(6)

(where • = 2cv/R+ 1 = (-•+ 1)/ (-• - 1) = 6 for a allatomic gas).
Similarly for the seconddiscontinuity •ve have

The air in its initial state is at temperature
To and pressureP0. After the wave has swept
over and communicated heat to the air, the
latter is left at a higher temperature T• bul the
T4
,r4a+l
--=r4a ....
(2) samepressurep0. The thermal power lossd W/dt
(per unit crosssection of wave front) associated
with
this heatingat constantpressureis therefore
The gas, on the other hand expandsisentropically and reversibly in passing from state 1 to
Power loss= A. To. c•. p0'c = d W/dt.
(7)

state 3. It follows

the law

Ta/T•= ,ra••'/(r+•).

(3)

Now by taking the product of expressions(1)-(3) we obtain
T4

T• Ta T•

,r•0+ g ,r4s+•'

__

W= wave energy= pob•/3'r,

(8)

wherein L is the wave-length measured between

-- W10W31W43-

TO To T• Ta

The total energy (potential plus kinetic) associated with the N-wave (per unit crosssection of
wave front) is

the

,r•og+ 1 *r4$•'+ 1

But since ,r4a= ,r•,a(Assumption I) it follows that

discontinuities.

The

fraction

of the

wave

energy lost per unit distancethe wave is propagatedis therefore

,r•o,rax,r4$
= l and also 71'81•W307I'01E
W03--1W10
--1 SO

dW 1
.......
dx W

that we can write, in general,

l dW 1

•(•-1)

c dt W

(1+ •')•

To%0o
...... .
poL

(9)

Since

Topo

1

Po

R

and in particular if the N-wave is "balanced"
logarithmically, that is, if ,r10=,r03 = •r then

g+l

we can write (9) as

To ,r•+1] (r-•)/(r+,. (4.1)

dW 1

•'

dx W

•'q-lL

•

,y+l

8

6•

for air.
27 L

(10)

7L

The above expressionis exact. It becomes of

It is interesting to note that the derivation of
this
formula involves no assumptionsregarding
an approximation for the case in which ,r differs
(1) the wave form in the abrupt transition relittle from unity as is the case in ballistic shock
gions and (2) the coefficientsof viscosity and
waves.
thermal conductivity. All such considerations
Let

interest howeverto simplify this expressionby

are cancelled

out. The thermal

losses are occa-

If we make this substitutionin (4.1), we obtain sionedby the irreversiblechangesof state occurafter expandingin powersof •i
ring in the abrupt transitions 0, I and 3, 4 and
.....

7'0

1-{

thesechangesare completelydeterminedonce the
pressure amplitudes are given. An interesting

•ia+. ßß

conclusion

3(1 + ?)•
2 g(g- 1)
3 (1 + g)a

(5.1)

from these considerations

is that

the

thermal lossin an N-shaped ballistic shockwave
dependsonly on •,, the specificheat ratio of the
gas and is otherwise independent of the nature
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and
-1

loss.

Furthermore the above expressionrepresents

If we expand the above expressionsand keep
the full amount of energydissipationfor we shall only the first powersin •= (P•-Po)/Po, we find
now showthat there is no particlevelocity behind
the N-wave relative to the undisturbed medium

in front, and therefore there is no transfer of

energyfromthe N-waveinto kineticenergyof the
gas behind the wave.
From the constitutionof the gas there is noth-

u•-uo=co•/•,
us-u•= -2Co•/?,
u•-u•=co•/?;

adding thesethree equationswe find

ing to preventassigning
arbitraryvaluesto both
the density p and particle velocity u, but for a
progressive
wave a relation betweenthese two

sothat the particlesbehind the N-wave have the
same•elocity as particlesin front of the N-wave
must exist. Earnshaw has shown ø that this relaand therefore, as stated above, there is no transtion for the caseof a wave of finite amplitude is fer of energyfrom the N-wave into kinetic form.
Furthermore, it is clear that if we had retained
terms of order $•', the velocity remaining after
passageof the N-wave could not have been
represented
by a term of lowerorder than $• and
Therefore, we may, in a manner similar to that
hence
the
dissipation
in the form of kinetic
used above for the temperature, determine the
net changein particle velocity brought about energycouldnot have beenof lower order than
$4.The thermal dissipation(see Eq. (5) of this
by the passageof the N-wave.
Using a notation similar to that used in the section) is however of order $sso that the dissifirst part of this section,we have (from Eq. (11) pationin theform of kineticenergyis negligiblein
or (11.1), Section I) for the changein particle comparisonthereto.
velocity acrossthe discontinuities
III. An Alternate Hydrodynamic Method of
Computingthe Amplitude Decay
CoP•--Po
c3 P4-P8
Ul--U0=

and

?

u4-us=

P0

?

Pa

of Plane Ballistic Shock
Waves in Air

where Coand ca are the local propagation velo-

We shall now presentan alternate method for
computingthe rate of amplitude attenuation of
existing at points 0 and 3.
an N-shapedplane wave. As in the previoussecTo computethe changein velocity over the tion we shall use Eqs. (8.1), (9.1), (10.1), (11.1)
adiabatic portion of the path 1, 2, 3, we must derived from the theory developed by Becker7
cities of infinitesimal waves under the conditions

useEarnshaw's
equation
presented
ab03e.
Over

for the discontinuities of the N-wave, and the

this region we have the adiabatic relationship usual adiabatic laws for finite waves for the inbetween p and p namely
termediate portion of the wave. We shall make

•= •

the same basic assumptionshere as were made
in Section II, but it should be noted that AssumptionIII appliesonly to the wave form of
the discontinuities. These latter, as already ex-

' dp ,p•

so that usingEarnshaw'srelation

u=

x p•

Earnshaw, Phil. Trans., 146 (1859).

plained,preservetheirwaveformsandpropagate
at their own peculiarvelocitiesas'givenin Sec•p

tion I, Formula (10) or (10.1). We must, however, allow the linear portion of the wave (1, 2, 3

in Fig. 8) to changeits form (slope)with time
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and will correlatethis changewith the propaga- order in /5,and thereforethe differencemay be
tion of the discontinuities.
neglectedin our approximation.
In order to determine the behavior of the N\Ve obtain, on expandingEq. (1)
wave, we must therefore consider the hydrodynamics of the adiabatic or linear portion (1,
2, 3, Fig. 8) of the N-wave as well as that of the
Ol
Ox
dt
discontinuities: the latter has already been ac- ½)r
Op
Op
Ou
complished in Section l; the former will now be
developed.
Ot
Ox
Ox
Considera sectionof gas of thickness•/which so that
is constructed in such a way as to include a
Op
Op
Ou
--+u ......+p .... 0.
(1.1)
constant mass of gas. Let the pressure,density,
Ot
Ox
Ox
and particle velocity of the gas at one surface
be p, p, and u; and let the same variables at the
While Eq. (2) becomes,
whencombinedwith (1),
other surface be p-+-•op/Ox, p-+-•Op/'Ox, and
u-[-•iOu/Ox.Furthermore d•/dt = •iOu/Ox.
Ou
Ou
Op
•---3- pu-- =
.
(2.1)
We have three conservation laws which must
Ot
Ox
Ox
be met; namely, the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. The mass of gas included If we now multiply Eq. (1.1) by u and combine
between the planes is p• and its momentum is with (2.1) we obtain

•u

so that the first two laws become

Op Op
d

Ou

u'.......

-(pO=o,

Ox

pOx

Op

u--,

Ot

(4)

Ot

d!

d

op

d!

Ox

wlfich we may write as

dplOP
pOU
udpOp

u2----- 1

For the third law we shall use the adiabatic gas
law which essentially specifiesthe relation which
must exist between the pressureand density of a
perfect gas in order that no energy is lost or

=

--

.

(4.1)

dp •xx Ot dpat

By the use of (3) Earnshaw's relationship
given above takes the form

gained by the gas. In the linear portion the gas
expandsslowly and with negligibleheat transfer
between adjacent portions so that

u-u0 =

(S)

in whichc=[-(dp/dp)o-]i=[-.ypo/po-]•,
the velocity
.=

of propagation of infinitesimal waves in standard

air. Putting this expression
into Eq. (4.1) we get
i• wl•icl•p, al•tl /5orefer to the density and l•rcs- an expressionconnecting the rate at which the
sur(' •t. the center of the N-wave where the pres- pressurechangesfrom point to point along the
stir•• is equal to that of the undisturbed air. The

wave at a fixed instant

density at this point differs from the density of
the undisturbed air only by terms of the third

which the pressurechangeswith time at a fixed
point.

of time and the rate at

[[2(p)(•-1)/2•
g0]•(•
(•-•)/•
}015
(1-- •,)/27

--[
(•• (•00)('Y--l)/2T
+•0] op (4.2)
ot
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u,is the propagationvelocity (relative to our
coordinate system in which the entire wave form

Now we wish to consider the N-wave

in co-

ordinates with respect to which the wave form
is approximately stationary. At some central
point the N-wave has a velocity relative to still
air equal to c and the particle velocity at this
point is zero, for it seems safe to assume that
the propagationvelocity of a point on the wave

is nearly stationary) of any point in the pressure
profile of the wave. If we plot this pressureprofile for a given instant of time t, points on the
profile where the pressure amplitude is zero
($=0) will have zero velocity, pointsof positive
amplitude will progressto the right, the faster the
higher their amplitude, while points of negative
amplitude will retrogresstoward the left so that
at a later instant t2 the entire profile,if initially
linear, will have undergonean expansionat the
rate (3,+ 1)•c/3, by which we mean that any two
pointsin the profile,of amplitudes,respectively,
• and -• and hence symmetrically situated at
equal distances in front and behind the center

point (•=0), will spreadapart at the rate just
will be [(dp/do)o•« if the particle velocity van- stated. The slope of the linear portion of the
ishes at that point. To produce a stationary N-wave will thus becomelessand lesssteep as
wave we must therefore impose a velocity -c
the wave progresses.
on the entire wave and we have the condition
This velocity u• (Eq. (6)) is just twice the
velocity
of propagationof the discontinuityas deu = - c, when p = P0.
veloped
previously (Eq. (10.1), Section I). That
Therefore
2c

-C-Uo-

or

u0

c.

?-1

(5.2)

?-1

is, the head and tail discontinuities of the Nwave separate from each other at just half the
rate at which points adjacent to them on the

linear portion of the wave form separate.This
If, furthermore,we put p=p0(l+•), Eq. (4.2) effect must producea decreasein the amplitude
becomes,upon expansionand dropping terms of the N-wave. To see this, consider two succesin
sive N-wave shapes(Fig. 9). In a short interval
of time, r, the linear slopeof the N-wave spreads
?+1 op op
-c•....
23,

Ox

ß

(4.3)

Ot

it not for the fact that the discontinuityis propagatedat a velocitywhichis lessthan the propagation velocityof the point A on the linear portion,
this point would move to the position A'. The
discontinuity,A C, has moved only to the position BC', so that the point A is forced to move
to the position B and the amplitude of the N-

Now

op
at

Ox

op

at

out from the solid line to the dotted line. Were

p=('Ol! S!,

Ox

wave has consequentlydecreased.This decrease
which is the velocityat which a point of constant can easily be calculatedfrom the geometry of
pressurein the linear intermediatepart of the the above figure.We obtain immediately
N-wave is propagatedaway from the centerof the
d•
(3,+ 1)c•2
N-wave, or
dt

3,+1

u• =••c.

2L

(7)

(6)

since r-dt. The energyin the N-wave is proportionalto the wave-lengthL, and to the square
The meaning of this is to be interpreted as of the amplitude, •, so that differentiating
follows'
logarithmically
wefind that the fractionalchange
2
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db l
+9.-- -.

dt L

dt b
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We may summarizeour resultsthen by stating
that the N-wave, as it propagates,undergoesan

in energy is
dW 1
..........
dt W

AND

expansionof the total wave-lengthL at the rate

The wave-lengthis changingowingto the propa-

gL

(,),-3-1)

dt

2,),

gation of the head discontinuityat a velocitv
greaterthan that of infinitesimalsoundsand of while the intermediate linear portion in the rethe tail wave at a velocity lessthan the velocity gion between the discontinuitiesexpands at
of sound (relative to the initially undisturbed double this rate.
air). The net result is that
IV. Dependenceof Amplitudeand Wave-Length
dL (,),+1)
.......
dt

of Two-Dimensional

(8)

Waves

2,),,

so that

Ballistic Shock

on Miss-Distance

dW

1

(3`+ 1)c

We are now in a positionto calculatethe amplitude and wave-lengthof a ballistic shock

dt

W

23`L

wave as a function of the distance it has propa-

dW

1

or

(9)

gated. For conveniencethe resultswill be expressedin terms of, y, the miss-distancemeas-

ured normal to the trajectory of the bullet.
The diagram, Fig. 10, indicates a segment
•vhichrepresentsthe rate of lossof energyper 00' of the trajectory of a bullet which we shall
unit distanceof propagationnormalto the wave take of unit length. The energy given to the
front and is in agreementwith the result ob- shock wave by the bullet as it traversed this
tained in Section I I (Eq. (10)).
segment00' will remain confinedbetweentwo
The calculationof the previoussection(I I) is coaxial conesformed by rotating OP and O'P •
based entirely on thermal considerations and about the trajectory as an axis. At the moment
makesno assumptions
as to the shapeof the N- indicatedin the diagram, the energyof the shock
wave (except that discontinuitiesexist, con- wave is entirely within the ring of radiusy whose
nectedby a regionin whichthe changesin air section is the shaded area in the figure.
pressure,
density,etc., are adiabatic).The therThe total energyin this ring is the volume of
mal argumentdoesnot requirethat the inter- the ring multiplied by the averageenergydendx W

23`L

mediateadiabaticpart of the profilebe linear. sity. It can easily be shownthat for a linear,
On the other hand the assumptions
madein this "N," wave form suchas we have postulated,the
sectionare entirelyhydrodynamical
and the dis- averageenergy density is

sipationis developed
from purelygeometrical
arguments
based
onthelinearityof theintermedi- so
atepartof thewaveform.The agreement
between
the two results indicates that

W•,, = pg•/33`,
that

W= 2,ry cosOL(po(52/33`).

the assumed

(1)

geometryof the N-wave(particularlythe linear
As the N-wave is propagatedaway from the
fall in pressure
betweenthe headand tail dis- trajectoryin the directionx as shownin Fig. 10
continuities)enjoyssomepeculiarprivilegeas to
permanenceof form. In fact, if the pressure

H•

,

T"

,x

P ,

variation between discontinuities were not linear

(for example,if it weresinusoidal)the decrease
in amplitudewouldnot be suchas to give the
dissipationcalculatedfrom thermalconsiderations and there would therefore occur a progres-

sive deformation of wave form until the linear

shapewas attained.

/

//

/

• '"'•x•-'•,...

i

,•'••

PRESSUREPROFILE

IN
X DIRECTION
BULLET

'• 0 O' TRAJECTORY
FIG. 10. Geometryfor derivation of amplitude
dependence
on miss-distance
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(i.e., normal to the wave front) three factors respectively,
contribute to the decreasein the energy density
dW 1
7+1
•
in the wave and henceto the decreasein ampli-- --=
,
tude b. Two of these factors are purely geomedy W
27 Lcos0
trical. (1) The ring, above referred to, whose
dL 7+1
•
crosssectionis the shadedrectanglein Fig. 10,
•=-(3.1)
has a continually increasingradius y and hence
dy 27 cos0'
a proportionally increasingvolume over which
Differentiating Eq. (1) logarithmically, we
the Wave energy W is distributed. (2) The waveobtain
length L of the N-wave is subject to continual
dW 1
1 dL 1
d$l
increaseaccording to the law of Eq. (8) of Sec- +----+2--(•.•)
tion III becauseof the differencein the propagady W y dy L
dy •
tion velocitiesof the head and tail discontinuities.
The third factor (3) is the actual dissipationof Combining this with (2.1) and (3.1)
the wave energy W (its conversioninto heat) as
?q-1
a
1 d• 1
the wave propagates.
--[
(4)
We shall take account of all three of these
7 Lcos0 y dy•
ß

factorsin the Eqs. (1)--(3) and after eliminating
from which we may solve for L
L and W, we shall be led to a relationshipin the
form of a secondorder differential equation connecting y the 'mlss-d•stance
' '
'
" and b the wave

amplitude.The integralof this equationwill then
permit us to determinethe law of decay of amplitude providedthe amplitude is known at some

Z•

cos
0

1+2

•yy

(4.1)

If we make the substitution

day

particular miss-distance.

The energyof the N-wave is slowlydissipated

dy •

as shown in the previous sections and we have

(fromEq. (10), SectionII, or Eq. (8), SectionIII)
dW1
dxW

7+1
27

•
L

(2)

This equation,was derived strictly for plane
N-waves. However, so long as the radius of
curvature, y sec 0 of the wave front is large in
comparisonto the wave-lengthL, it shouldalso
be applicableto our presentcasewith little error.
From Section I, Eq. (10.1) we have our third

fundamentalequationexpressing
the progressive

and differentiate (4.1), logarithmicallywe obtain
dL 1

d• 1

......
dy L

+--2--[1
dy • y dy

1

+2•] -• .

Also,from (3.i)
dL

1

dy L

1

--[-1-1-2•,-[.
2y

8•'+10•+3

c•

74-1
---a.
dx
27

(3.2)

Combining these two we obtain
de
=4y -dy

increasein wave-length,L.
This equationalsois only strictly accuratefor
a planeN-wavebut will bea goodapproximation which becomes,upon integration,
underthe sameconditionsas just mentionedfor
Eq. (2).
-- =
.
dL 7q-1
--=c•a;
dt
27

(5)

(5.1)

(6)

•+

dL

(3)

Sincey-x cos O, Eqs. (2) and (3) become,

We now put y/c•-yo, solvefor ½, and integrate
once more, giving

• = c2y0-1[1- y0-l_-]-L

(7)
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We may now put this expressionfor b into
Eq. (4.1) and obtain the dependence
of wavelength on miss-distance.
2c•c2('•q- 1)
œ=--

(8)

q• cos 0

For suffcientlylarge miss-distances
these last
two equalions reduce to

b= (const.)y-•

(7.1)

L = (const.)yl.

(8.1)

and

Equation (7.1) is in fairly goodagreement,as
we shall see, with experimentalobservationson
.50-caliber fire. The numerical value of the exFro.- 1 la.

ponentis a little too small for observations
on
40-ram fire however at the miss-distance we have

J____L_J__
I

studied, a result which may be perhapsinter-

pretedasmeaningthat for this largercaliberthe
asymptoticrate of decayis not attained until
greater miss-distances
than those observed.
Equation (8.1) agreesrather well with observa-

I I III

I-•__LA.•L•[

I !_1
.J..._d

•,5 ' •' ' I

I

tv D .8 ....

tions of the dependenceof N-wave period on
miss-distance.

The constant c•, as can readily be seen from

Eq. (6), is a length,a unit peculiarto this prob-

o•_
,,,,!

lem for the measurementof y. When y is measured in units, c•, its numericalvalue is the vari-

able y0. It is clear from Eq. (7) that, as y diminishes and as we approach the bullet tra-

jectory, c• is a measureof the miss-distance
at
•vhich, on a log-log plot, the curve of b es. y
(lepartsmarkedly from rectilinearity.From Eq.
(8) we see that when y=c•, (y0= 1), the wavelength L of the shock-wavehas diminishedto
zero and it is not surprisingthereforethat, from
Eq. (7), b becomesinfinite wheny=c•. Our pres-

2

3

4 5

I0

20

30 40 50

I00

lib. Dependence
of wave-length
(or period)of bal-

listic shock wave on miss-distance(theoretical).

other hand show the observed data. The diffi-

cultyin fittingthesecurvesto theobserved
data
is, unfortunately,that the scatteringof the experimentalpointsis so large as to mask any

curvaturethat couldlead to a deent theory, which was constructedto be valid significant
termination of the constant c•. Considering speonly for largemiss-distances,
breaksdowntherefore, as the miss-distance
diminishes,long before cificallyEq. (7) it may be seenthat for observations at large miss-distances,
the experimental
y--c•.
accurateif we wishto
In order to attempt to evaluate the integra- pointsmustbe extremely
tion constants c• and c2, the theoretical curves determine the constant c• with any accuracy.

(7) and (8) must be comparedwith experimental results. Curves of the Eqs. (7) and (8)
plotted on doublelogarithmicpaper are shown
in Figs. 11a and lib. The straight lines corre-

If we usevery closemiss-distances
on the other
hand,the difficultyis evenmoreinsurmountable

becauseof the failure there of the theory itself.

Only at large distancesis the assumption
of
complete
formation
of
the
balanced
N-wave
spondingto the asymptoticexpressions,
(7.1)
of thissectionis
and (8.1), are alsoshown.Figures3 and 4 on the justified.The entireargument
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based on a fully formed N-wave which has
propagatedfar enough from the trajectory that
it may be consideredto be substantially a plane
wave (for the purpose of computing its energy
dissipation into heat).
The easiestway to try to determine the constant c• is by making use of Eq. (6). This equation relates the miss-distancey and the logarithmic slope,•k=d log •/d log y.
Therefore we can plot observed values of
• = (P•-Po)/Po against miss-distanceon a logarithmic scale and determine the slope. Attempts
to do this have met with meagersuccessbecause
of the inaccuracyof the observationaldata. For
various calibers we have obtained the following
resultsfrom a large quantity of field data. Each
exponentn listed in Table II representsthe results of many hundredsof rounds fired. For 40
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closer to y0= 1. A rough estimate of c• using
n=.89 gives c• of the order of one yard for 40mm and 20-mm shells. For .50 caliber c• is apparently so small as to make the factors in
parenthesisin Eqs. (7) and (8) completely negligible at our working miss-distances.
The difficulty in determining the constant Cl

is just thedifficultyin determining
the exponent
n accurately. The magnitude of the variation of
the experimental data may be seen from Figs. 3
and

4 which

show the observed

variation

of

peak pressureamplitude with miss-distance.
The observed wave-length of the shock wave
(or to be more precisethe period, which is proportional to it) varies approximately as the
fourth root of the miss-distance;more accurately
so as the miss-distance increases, in agreement
again with the theory.
mm and .50 caliber the results of three different
An important and surprising relation which
field trips are given. For 20 mm only one field may be obtained from Eqs. (7.1) and (8.1) retrip hasbeenheld. The scatteringof the value of lates the period of the N-wave, the amplitude
n for a given caliber is consistentwith the scat- and the miss-distance and involvesno arbitrary
tering of the original data themselvesand is a constants.We find (for large miss-distances)
good index of the very real difficulty attending
2(•+1)
such measurements.
T'=•--•y;
(T'c=L).
(9)
It thus appearsthat the variation betweenthe
•,c cos 0
different observationsis so great that no reliable
This indicatesthat thewave-length
of a ballistic
empirical determination of the integration conshock wave, once it is completely formed, is
stant c• is safe from our present data.
! t is gratifying to note howeverthat our theory uniquely determined at any given sufficiently
predictsthat the slope of the logarithmic plot large distance by specifyingthe amplitude of its
of/• rs. y shouldneverbe numericallylessthan -} discontinuities. The eventual wave-length is
and our field data, to within their limited ac- thereforeapparentlyindependentof themechanism
curacy, agree completely with this. One is also of generationby the bullet, being fixed by the
tempted to account for the greater observed amplitude of the wave itself rather than (for
slope in the case of 40 mm by concludingthat example) by the length of the bullet. Our measc• is largerfor this caliberthan it is for .50 caliber urements of the shock waves from all three
and that our observations apply therefore to a calibers, 40 mm, 20 mm, and .50 caliber satisfy
segment of the curve of Fig. 11a somewhat Eq. (9) with the accuracyto which/• and T' have
been determined. This is a very surprisingresult.
TAmE II. Logarithmic slope for $ rs. y (exponent of y
Somethingsimilar to it seemsto have been forein the approximationformula $ =ky -'•)
seenby Landau• though the numerical constant
40 mm
n =.88
he derives does not quite agree with our result.
n = .85
Shock wave photographs, however, seem to
n = .94
Mean of three independentdeterminations,n =.894-.03
indicate that for bullets of ordinary design the
.50 caliber
n =.78
H discontinuity comes from the nose of the
n = .65
bullet and the tail wave is initiated by the inrush
n =.73
Mean of three independentdeterminations,n =.724-.04
20 mm

n =.88

of the air in the wake of the bullet to fill the void

which its passagehas created. It would be very
interestingindeed, in view of Eq. (9), to examine
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iNTRAVERT

TAIL

N-WAVE

DISCONTINUITY

Fro. 12. Pressure profile of intravert N-wave, a possible
final result of propagationof an isolaled tail discontinuity.

the ('onscrwttionof n•atter as regardsthe excess
massin the wave. In the caseof explosio•waves
the well-knownrarefactionfollowi•g in the wake
of an initial condensationis an example of the
casein point. In a manner of speaking,the rarefaction is formed in the processof propagation
to furnish the required matter to •naintain the
condensationat the level imposedby the energy
in the wave. It is quite possiblethat a si•nilar
mechanism exists for the conical ballistic shock

waves under discussion. It may be that every

the shockwave photographsfor a verylong rocket
or some similar very long projectile. It should
be possible to make the ratio of length to diameter so great that the tail of the projectile
could not possibly generate a tail wave at the
correct distance behind the head wave to satisfy
Eq. (9). Presumably the wave at the tail of such
an elongated projectile would also bifurcate in
somesimilar way though just how this would take
place is not clear. It seemspossiblethat the tail
rarefaction from a long projectile would finally
assume a balanced profile of the form shown in
Fig. 12 which might t)e describedas an intravert
N-w-ave. The wave-length of such a wave is
invariable.

The reader may well ask why a disturbance of
one sign only, such as the head wave or tail wave
from a bullet, should be expected to generate
spontaneouslyan accompanyingwave of opposite
sign merely by the mechanism of propagation
over considerabledistance. It is hardly appropriate to go deeply into this question here, but
it has been pointed out by numerousauthorities
on theoretical acoustics
•ø that for the case of
spherical waves where the entire disturbance is
contained in an expanding spherical shell of
constant thickness, the wave form eventually
tends to become balanced as regards rarefaction
and condensation even though initially the entire disturbance was of one sign only. Conservation of energy requires in such a case that the
wave amplitude shall diminish inversely as the
radial
cannot

distance
therefore

disturbanceset up by a projectileof any shape
whatever, moving at supersonicvelocity, must
eventually bifurcate itself into an N-wave of

wave-length satisfying Eq. (9) and that the disturbancesfrom the noseand the tail of ordinary
bullets merely happen by a coincidenceof the
design ratios of length to diameter in ordinary
bullets to cooperatein the formation of the head
and tail

discontinuities

of one and the same

N-wave.

V. Dependence of Amplitude and Wave-Length
of Spherical Shock Waves on Miss-Distance
In the previoussectionwe consideredthe propagation of a wave from a line source, hence one
that spreadsout over a conical surface. We shall
now adapt the results to the case of a shock-

wave from a point source,which spreadsout in
three dimensionsover a sphericalsurface.Equations (2) and (3) of SectionIV remainunchanged,
the sameapproximationsand assumptions
being
made here as previously. The average energy
density is unchanged,but the total energy (Eq.
(1)) is altered sincenow the wave energyis distributed over the surfaceof a sphere.
We have, therefore,

W=4•rr2L
pøb2
31/

(1)

in which r = the distance from the source.

Furthermore,

from the source. The wave form
continue

tion alone for the volume

dW1

to consist of condensa-

of the shell increases

as the squareof the radius and this would violate

8

(2)
2•y L

an(]

dL
•0See a discussionby Stokes, "On some points in the
received theory of sound," Phil. Mag. 34, 52 (1849).

,y+l

-= =
dr W
?+1

........
b,
dr
2,y

(3)
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the numbers of the equations being the same as
the correspondinglyequivalent equationsof SecTOTAL

tion IV.

PRESSURE:
CHANGE

By a completely similar method to that used
above, we obtain
r

1

In .....
a•

,

(6)

2(•kq-1)

from which, by solving for • and integrating, we
obtain the dependenceof shock wave amplitude
on distance
C

=

(7)

r(ln r/a•)«
and for the dependenceof wave-length on distance, we find
,+1

L =--C(ln

r/a•)l.

(8)

?

The constants a• and C correspond to the
constants c• and c2. Eqs. (7) and (8) here are
exact, not merely approximations which hold
only for large distances. However, the assumptions on which they are based are such that the
theory is inadequate at small distances so that
the applicability of the equations is still limited
to distanceswhich are large in comparisonto the
wave-length.
VI.

Estimation

of Absolute

Shock Wave

Pres-

sures and Energy from Measurements
of N-wave

Period

T'

Fro. 13. Total pressurechange (unbalancedN-wave).

It must be strongly emphasized that Eq. (1)
gives the pressure rise (in atmospheres) in the
shock wave discontinuities only if the two (H
and T) discontinuitiesare of equal magnitude.If
they are of unequal magnitude the reader can
readily check that formula (1) will give half the
sum of the two magnitudes, that is to say half
the total change in pressurefrom H to T indicated in the sketch below, Fig. 13.
Thus this method of estimating peak shock
wave amplitudes will give values which are
numerically equal to or lessthan the magnitude
of the greaterof the two discontinuity pressure
jumps.
If we assumea linear decline in pressurefrom
H to T, that is to say a true N-wave profile,
then this method will also give the total energyin
the shock wave (integrated from H to T) provided the H and 7' discontinuities are of equal
magnitude; but sincethe energy is proportional
to the square of the excesspressure, (p•-po) •
if the H and T discontinuities are of unequal
magnitude it is clear that an application of this
method will give a value lessthan the total energy
(see Section III).
A further

limitation

of this method comes from

Formula (9), Section IV, above, furnishes a
the fact that it is based on the formula for the
convenient method for estimating the relative
excess
velocity of propagation of the completely
pressurerise (peak value) in the discontinuities
formed
discontinuities in the wave form. In the
of a ballistic shock wave. This formula is apearlier
stages
of propagation near the trajectory
plicable only at large miss-distances.A formula
which

can

be used at

close miss-distances

is

it is conceivable

that

the "mechanism

of over-

(3.1) of the same section. We have, writing taking" has not had time to bring about the
L= T/c, y=d=miss-distance, and •= 1.4 for air, complete formation of the discontinuity. Thus,
for example, the wave form may contain peaks
P•-Po
70T'
which have not as yet overtaken and coalesced
• ....
c cos 0,
(1) with the discontinuity toward which they are
Po
60d
destined, as at A or B in the sketch, Fig. 14.
which is our working formula. We can obtain Here again the method in question would lead
OT//Od from the slopeof the curve of observed to an underestimate of the pressure elevation
values of T' plotted as a function of d in cartesian and the energy. The method in question would
coordinates.

give, for ex•imple.;
only the wave energyof an
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and we shall see that this leads us to a

rough criterion as to the minimum miss-distance
for which this method is reliable.

From Eq. (1), Section IV, and Eq. (1) above,
we obtain for the energyin the shockwave per
unit length of trajectory
Ft(;. 14• Before c(m•plete formation of N-profile the
O?"/Od method of measuring amplitude gives o•ly
amplitude, a, for an N-wave shown by dotted line, not the
peak value a •.

pocT"
W=

N-wave having the dotted line for its oblique
segment rather than the energy integrated for

2•d cos 0 ......

32

...................
2•dcos
•Opoc•T
' •

(2)

the full line curve.

This total energy should either diminish with
increasingd or else be constant; it should never
increasesince it is never replenishedfrom any
the OT'/Od method are more and more closely sourceas it is propagated from the trajectory.
fulfilled the farther the N-wave is propagated The velocity of a 40-mm shell at 1000-yards
from the trajectory. Not only does the profile range from the gun is almost exactly twice sonic
become more and more N-shaped by the mech- velocity so that
anism of the higher amplitudes overtaking the
sin 0=0.5 and cos 0=.87.
There is every reason to believe from our oscillograms as well as from theory that up to a
certain point the conditions for the accuracy of

lower but there is the further

mechanism

already

;•1111(led
to which tends with propagationto make
the negative and the positive sections of the
wave form more and more nearly of equal amplitude. Studies

of the wave forms themselves

and

If we take the velocity of sound c= 3.3X l0 t c•n
sec.•, Formula (2) reduces to

W=4.72X 10•d1"(O7"/Od)• dynes(ergsper
cm of trajectory),

studies of the energy associated with a shock
wave calculated

bv the method

under discussion

indicate that beyond 20 yd. miss-distance for a
shock wave from a 40-ram shell the
method of estimating discontinuity pressureamplitudes and wave energies is entirely reliable.
On

the other

hand

these

studies

indicate

if T' is measured in seconds and d in centimeters.

Sincethe shockwave pressureelevation (peak
value as computed from OT'/Od) is also of interest we shall calculate this from Formula (1).
In c.g.s. units this reducesnumerically to

that

p•-po = 3.32 X 10•øOT'/Od(dynes cm-•).

for miss-distances less than 10 yd. the method
The results of the calculationsare given in
is decidedly unreliable (for 40-mm bullets) and
as predicted gives pressuresand energies which Table Ill. The values of T' and OT'/Od were
ar•: too low. At sufficiently large miss-distances obtainedfrom a ('arefullysmoothedcurveplotted
o•1 the other

hand the method

will fail because
TABLE

of tl•e limited precision with which T' can be
n•eastired when the amplitudes of the discontinuities are low relative to accidental disturbances and because of the uncertain fluctua-

tions in T' introduced by atmospheric inho•nogeneities.

It is also possible from our observations of
O'l"/Odto computeas a function of miss-distance
the total energy associatedwith that part of the
ballistic shock wave which came from any specified segment of the bullet trajectory on the
assumption that the wave form is a balanced

Peak

MissShock wave
distance
poriod
0T'/0d
d
7"
(sec./cm)
(yd.)
(cm) millisec.
X 10*
2.19
4.38
6.56

200
400
600

8.75

800

10.9.5

1000

16.4
2 l.O
27.4
32.8

1500
2000
2500
3000

38.3
43.8

3500
4000
6000

65.6

0.66
0.76
0.79
0.84
0.80
0.97
1.05
1.11
l. 15
1.19
1.22
1.30

0.43
0.332
0.277

0.235
0.205
0.157
0.120
0.096
0.078
0.068
0.060
0.045

press.
dyne
cm-•
X 10-4
1.43
1.10
0.92
0.78
0.68
0.52
0.40
0.32
0.26
0•225
0.20
0.15

Shock wave
energy per

Fmergy
lost by
bullet per

cm of tra-

cm of tra-

jectory
(dynes)

jectory
(dynes)

1.15 X10 •

1.17 X107

1.58
1.71
1.75
1.77
1.60
1.43
1,21
0.99

1.17
1.17
1.17
1.17
1.17
1.17
1.17
1.17

0.91

1.17

0.83

1.17
1.17

0.74
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FiG. 15. Peak shock wave pressureelevation obtained
by aT'lad method and plotted as a function of the missdistance, 40-mm bullets.

our observed

values

of T'

vs. d but

30

40

50

60

of the miss-distance

for 40-mm

bullets.

too

much quantitative significanceshould not be
given to the resultsin considerationof the difficulty of making accuratemeasurementsof shock
xvave periods and of determining the rate of
changeof this quantity.
In Fig. 15 we have plotted on log-log coordinates the shock wave peak pressure elevation
and in Fig. 16 on semi-logcoordinatesthe shock
wave energy from unit length of trajectory
(from Table III), each as a function of missdistance in meters. From 15 to 60 meters it will

be noted from Fig. 15 that the peak pressure
elevation as measured by the OT'/Od method
falls off with increasingmiss-distancein quite
good agreement with our -0.9 power law as
directly observedwith microphones(for 40 mm).
At miss-distances closer than 15 meters (see
Fig. 16) the shock-waveenergycomputedby the
0T'/Od methodactually increaseswith increasing
miss-distance but thereafter decays with increasingmiss-distancein a way very suggestive
of a decay due to energy dissipation.Since the
plot is on semi-logcoordinatesand the slopeof
this decaying curve is not constant, it is clear
that the absorptioncoefficientof the shockwave
is decreasingas the wave progressesand this is
exactly what one would expect since the dissipation is localized in the discontinuities

20

FiG. 16. Energy in the shock wave (per unit length of
trajectory) obtained by aT'lad method and plotted as a
function

from

I0

and with

correct total energy and that the latter erroneous
result is likely to occur at closer miss-distances,
the curve of Fig. 16 suggeststrongly that these
miss-distances

for which the method is unreliable

extend from the trajectory out to ten or twenty
meters

miss.

In Fig. 16, at A, we have also plotted on the
same logarithmic ordinate scale the energy initially available to form the shock wave, i.e., the
energy lost by the bullet per unit length of trajectory. This has been directly computed from
the mass of the 40-mm

bullet

and its decelera-

tion (at 1000-yard range) as taken from the
ballistic tables for times of flight. This is also
the figure shownin the last column of Table I II.
We have taken the liberty in Fig. 16 of showing with the dotted curve how the actual shock
wave energy (per unit length of bullet trajectory)
may well vary with the miss-distancestarting
from some initial value which may be about
three-quarters of the entire available energy,
(the energy lost by the bullet in unit length of
trajectory).
VII. Comparison of Absolute Values of Peak
Shock Wave

Pressure

Elevations

as Meas-

ured (1) by the i)T'/i)d Method and
(2) by Direct Observation with
Condenser Microphones

diminishingamplitude the thicknessof theseincreases,with rapid resultingdecreasein the rate
of dissipation.
Recalling that the OT'/Od method should give

The diaphragm of a condenser microphone
facing an oncoming shock wave front should,

values which are either equal to or lessthan the

concerned, experience a pressure change (be-

for the weak

shock waves

with

which

we are
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incident waves) double the I•eak pressureelevation in the free wave (the pressureelevation as
measured by the OT',"Odmethod).
Our condenser microphones and their associated radiofrequency oscillators are all standardized to give the same radiofrequency shift
of 100 kc when a 50-gram weight is applied to
the center of the diaphragm with a standard
at)t)licator having a standard radius of curvature
at the contact point. By constructing a special
pneumatic applicator for one of our microphones
we have measured the air pressure(expressedin
mm Hg) requisite to produce 100-kc deviation
and find it to be 41-ram Hg. For a 40-ram bullet

AND

1) Et•I)S

at 40-3•ar(l n•iss-(listanccwe ol•serve{la (peak')
frequency shift of 8.4.; kc with our 7«-inch
diameter spherically encased aperiodic transmitter units (provided with a similar pair of
these condenser microphones) which means an
applied pressure (peak value) of 3.5 mm Hg or
0.0046 atmosphere. For the 40-ram bullet at
40-yard miss-distance the OT'/Od method, on
the other hand, gives a peak pressure in the
traveling wave of 0.0022 atmosphere,correspon(1ing to a pressureon the diaphragm (taking into
account the reflected wave) of 0.0044 atmosphere. The agreement between the two methods
seems to be well within the limits of experimental

error.
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